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Abstract

In this paper we deal with semistable sheaves which can be represented as the
cokernel of an injective (or as the kernel of a surjective) morphism EI (9 cm --+
E2 (9 C" , where EI and E2 are exceptional bundles. To each such a sheaf we
assign the linear map cm Q9 Hom*(Ell E2 ) --+ C". "vVe obtain sufficient conditions
on the topological invariants of the sheaves for the moduli space of the sheaves to
be isomorphie to the quotient of an open subset in IP.c(cn Q9 Hom*(E1 , E2 ), cn)
under the action of SL(cm) xSL(cn).
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§l.Introduction.
For the first time exceptional vector bundles appeared in the work {DrLP] of

Drezet and Le Potier in 1985. The authors described the set of all tri pIes (r, Cl, C2)

such that there exists a semistable sheaf V on CIP 2 with the given rank and ehern
classes:

r(V) = r; CI(V) = Cl; C2(V) = C2.

Exceptional bundles appeared in this work as stahle bundles with the discrimi
nant ß < t. The ranks and ehern classes of exceptional hundles were used for
constructing the bound for these invariants of semistable sheaves.

1t was proved that the bundle E is exceptional if and only if it is stahle and rigid
(Ext I (E 1 E) = 0). So any exceptional bundle E has the moduli space consisting of
one point.

Further on the concept of exceptional bundle was developed in two directions.
From one hand, Gorodentsev introduced exceptional collections of hundles and
helices on IPn (see [GoI]). It was founded that for any full exceptional collection
there exists a spectral sequence of Beilinson type. Besides, the braid group acts on
the set of all helices and on the set of all exceptional collections (a survey of the
helix theory and further references see in [Go3]).

From the other hand, Drezet used exceptional bundles for ohtaining more COll

cfete information about moduli spaces of semistable sheaves on IP2 (see [Drl], [Dr2],
[Dr3]). In the work [Dr2] so-called semistable sheaves of height 0 were considered.
The definition of height is specific for P2 but the height of a semistable sheaf V
equals 0 if and only if there exists one of the following exact tripies:

or
o-+ V -+ EI 0 em -+ Ez 0 cn -+ 0

Here EI anel Ez are exceptional bundles on IPz. Suppose

is the linear map naturally associated with the morphism of bundles EI 0 cm -+
E2 0 cn in one of the exact tri pIes; then t corresponds to V. Using this correspon
dence, Drezet has shown that the moduli space of semistable sheaves of height 0 is
isomorphie to the quotient of the open subset in !p.c«C;7l (9 Hom*( EI, Ez), cn), COll

sisting of semistable points with respect to the action of SL(cm) x SL(cn), under
this action.

Such moduli spaces of semistable sheaves on pI X !pI were considered in the
work [Ka]. The subject of this paper is the results of such type for semistable
sheaves on Dei Pezzo surfaces (see theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2).

I am grateful to the n,'lax-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in Bonn for the stim
ulating atmosphere in which this work was finished.
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§2. General facts and formulation of main results.

B. V. [{arpov

2.1. Notation. Let S be DeI Pezzo Surface, !( be its canonical dass. For any
coherent sheaf E over S with 'r( E) > 0 put by definition

Cl (E) .
v(E) = r(E) E PIC(S) 0 Q

cI(E)·(-I{)
J.l( E) = r( E) E Q - the slope of E

ch2 (E) 1 2

q(E) = 2r(E) = 2r(E) (c1(E) - 2C2(E))

For any two coherent sheaves E and F denote

X(E, F) = L(_1)' dirn Exti(E, F).

The Hirzebruch - Riemann - Roch theorem gives the following expression of X
in terms of invariants introduced above.

X(E, F) = r(E)r(F) (1 + ~(,,(F) -,,(E)) + q(F) + q(E) - v(E) . v(F))

Sometimes we call this expression Riemann - Roch formula. One can easily see that
after disdosing the parentheses the fight hand side is well defined as r(E)r(F) = O.

It is convenient for us to consider the J\1ukai lattice

Mu(S) = Z EB Pic(S) EB Z.

Any element v = (r, C, s) E Mu(S) is called iVJukai veetor. To each coherent sheaf
E on S we assign NIukai vector

v(E) = (r(E),c}(E),ch 2(E))

The values J-L and q are regarded as functions ß.llu(S) \ {r = O} --+ Q, and v
is considered as a map Mu(S) \ {r = O} --+ Pic(S) ® Q. The Riernann - Roch
formula gives the bilinear form x( *, *) on ~1u(S). Sometirnes we shall write X( E, v)
instead of x(v( E), v).

We shall need also the following expression for the skew part x- of the form x:

X-(E, F) = X(E, F) - X(F, E) =

Cl ( F) . (- ]() r ( F)
= = r(E)r(F)(J.l(F) - J.l(E))

cl(E)·(-]{) r(E)
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2.1.1. S\tVING LElVIMA. Suppose 0 --+ E --+ F --+ G --+ 0 is exact triple of
coherent shea\'es, then:

a) X-(E, F) = X-(F, Ci) = X-(E, G)
b) i[ r( E)r(G) > 0 then there is one oE the possibilities:

fL(E) < p.(G) < J1(F)
or Il( E) = p.( G) = f-l( F)

or fL( E) > p.( G) > f-l( F)

The praaf is by direct calculation.

2.2. Exceptional sheaves and exceptional collections. A sheaf E is excep
tiona/ if

Hom(E, E) = C, Exti(E,E) = 0 for i > 0.

In the work [KuOr) it is proved that any exceptional sheaf on aDel Pezzo surface
is either lacally free or a torsion sheaf of the form Oe (d), where e is irreducible
rational curve with e2 = -1.

An ordered collection of sheaves (EI,···, En ) is exceptional if all Ej are ex
ceptional and Ext i (Ek , Ej ) = 0, Vi, for k > j. Exceptional collection is Jull if it
generates the bounded derived category DbSh(S) of coherent sheaves on S.

2.3. Stability. We consider the usual ~Ilumford - Takemoto stability wit~ respect
to the anticanonical dass. Namely, a torsion [ree sheaf E is said to be stahle
(semistable) if for any subsheaf F of E such that r(F) < r(E) the following
inequality holds:

Il( F) < fl( E) (p.(F) ~ f-l(E) for semisatbility).

Let us recall the following facts.

2.3.1. PROPOSITION.
1. IE E and F are semistable and fl( E) > p.( F) then Hom( E, F) = °
2. Exceptional bundles are stable.

The first assertion is the standard stability property, the second one is proved
in the work (KuOr).

2.4. Mutations of exceptional pairs. Let (E, F) be an exceptional pair; then
X(F, E) = °and X(E, F) = X-(E, F). It is known (see [KuOrD that the pair
(E, F) belongs to one of the following types that are distinguished as follows:

• horn - pair: Hom(E, F) =I 0, Exti(E, F) = 0, i > °~ X-(E, F) > 0;

• ext - pair: Ext1(E, F) =f 0, Exti(E, F) = 0, i = 0, 2~ X-(E, F) < 0;

• zero - pair: Exti(E, F) =° for all i ~ X-(E, F) = O.
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Let (E, F) be a hom - pair. It is proved in (KuOr] that the canonical map
E 0 Hom( E, F) -r F is either surjective or injective. Hence, there exists one of
the following exact tripies:

or

o-r LEF -r E0 Hom(E, F) -+ F -+ 0

o-+ E 0 Hom{E, F) -+ F -+ LEF -+ 0

(2.1 )

(2.2)

In the both cases the pair (L E F, E) is exceptional, it is called the left mutation
of the pair (E, F). In the first case the left mutation is said to be regular, in the
second one the left mutation is singular.

The right mutations of the pair (E, F) are defined in the dual manner. Namely,
it is known that the partial dualization E -+ F 0 Hom(E, Ft of the canonical
Inap is also either injective or surjective. Therefore, we have:

or

0-+ E -+ F0 Hom(E,Fr -+ RFE -+ 0

0-+ RFE -+ E -+ F0 Hom(E,Fr -+ 0

(2.3)

(2.4)

As above, the pair (F, RFE) is exceptional, it is called the right 'mutation of the
pair (E, F). In the first case the right mutation is regular, in the second one it is
singular.

Now let (E, F) be an ext - pai r. Left and right mutations of it are the universal
extensions:

and

o-+ F -+ LEF -+ E 0 Ext1(E, F) -+ 0 (2.5)

(2.6)

As in the previous cases, the pairs (LEF, E) and (F, RFE) are exceptional.
It can be easily seen that applying the definitions of mutations to a zero - pair 1

we have always the permutation of its members.

2.5. System of sheaves generated by a pair. Consider an exceptional pair
(E, F) and an infinite set of sheaves {EdiE/Z such that

The set {Ei} is called the system of sheaves generated by the pair (E, F).
Applying the functor Hom( . 1 E) to the tri pies (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5), we see that

the non-trivial space Ext' (E, F) is dual to the non-trivial space Ext' (LEF, E). Sim
ilarly~ applying the functor Hom(F~ . ) to the tripies (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6), we see
that the non-trivial space Ext' (E, F) is dual to the non-trivial space Ext' (F, RFE).
Therefore, we have proved the following
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2.5.1. LENI:NIA. The non-zero dimension oE the Ext-space between the neighbour
ing members oE the system {Ed (i.e. dirn Hom(Ei , Ei+d if (Ei, Ei+d is ahorn 
pair and dirn Exe (Ei, Ei+d if the type of tbe pair is ext) does not depend on i.

We denote this dimension by h. It is obvious that

If h > 1, then there are the following possibilities for the system {Ed.

(+) All pairs (E j , Ei+d are of type horn. In this ease all Ei are loeally free.

(-) There is only one ext - pair (Ep , Ep+1 ) , all the others are horn - pairs. In this
ease all Ei, i :j:. p are loeally free. The sheaf Ep cau be ei ther locally free or
isomorphie to CJe ( d).

This classification is proved in 3.1. Sometimes we write briefly "{Ei } is of type
(+)" or simply "{ Ed is (-)" meaning that the corresponding possibility takes
place for the system {Ei}'

If h = 1, then up to renumbering of {Ei} all the mutations are deseribed by
the following exact tripie

o ------t Eo ------t EI --+ E2 --+ 0

For instance, the left mutation of (Eh E2 ) is regular, the right mutation of (Eh E2 )

is singular, and E3 ~ Eo. Actually, Ei ~ Ej iff i =j mod 3. The simplest example
of this situation is

o--+ CJ( -e) -+ 0 -+ Oe -+ 0

where e is irreducible rational eurve with e2 = -1.

In the case h = 0 it is obviaus that all pairs (Ei, Ei+d have type zero, Ei ~ EI
whenever i is even, and Ei e:' E2 whenever i is add.

Suppose h > 2; then there are two limits of the sequence {p(Ed}:

J-l-oo = ,lim J-L( Ed and J-L+oo = .tim J1.( Ed
1--+-00 1--++00

(see proof of 3.1.4). If the system {Ei} has type (+), then the slopes of Ei are
ordered:

I-l-oo < I-l( Ei.) < p( Ei.+d < f-l-oo for all i

In the (-) case the ordering is broked by the ext - pair (Ep, Ep+d:

(the last inequality is in brackets because Ep can be of zero rank.)
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2.6. Kronecker moduli spaces. Let Ho, L, H t be finite-dimensional vector
spaces with dirn L > 2. Any linear map t: Ho 0 L ----t H t is called a J{ro
necker L-'module (this term was used by Orezet in his work [Or2]). A morphism
from the Kronecker module t to the Kronecker module t': Hh 0 L ----t Hf is a pair
of linear maps (fa, fl) , where fo: Ho --+ Hh , fl: H1 ----t Hf , such that the
following diagram

H0 0L

1.0idL1
H~0 L

is commutative.
It is clear that all the Kronecker L-modules form an Abelian category. The Kro

necker submodules, quotient-modules, and the kerneis and cokernels of rnorphisms
are defined in the obvious way.

Let us denote W = ['(Ho0 L, Hd \ {O}. The reductive group Go = (GL(Ho) X

GL(H1))/c acts on Wasfollows:

(C' (gO, gl), t)~ gl 0 t 0 (go 0 idL)-l.

Consider the projectivization lP = 1P(['(Ho 0 L, Hd). The action of Go on W
induces an action of the group SL(Ho) x SL(Hd on IP.

A nonzero Kronecker module is semistable (stable) if its image in IP is semistable
(stahle) in the usual sense of stahility of a point in an algebraic variety with re
ductive group action relative to linearization (see [MuFo],{Dr2J). We shall use the
following criterion (see [Dr2]).

2.6.1. PROPOSITION. Let t: Ho 0 L ----t H1 be a nonzero [(ronecker module.
Then t is semistable (stable) iE and only iE for any submodule t': H~ 0 L ----t H~

of t such that Hh :f. {O} and H~ :f. H1 tbe Eollowing inequality holds:

dirn Hf dirn Hl ( dirn Hf dirn H 1 )

d· H' > d' R resp·d· H' > d' U1m 0 - 1m 0 1m 0 1m 110

Denote by W"" (W") the set of all semistable (respectively stahle) Kronecker
modules and put h = dirn L, m = dirn Ho, n = dirn H1• Denote also

N(h,m,n) = W""/Go and N"(h,m,n) = W"/Go

These quotients are the J{ronecker 'moduli spaces. From definitions it follows that
N(h, 1, 1) = f'h-l and N(h, 1, n) = G(h - n, h); thus, the Kronecker moduli
spaces are in a sense generalizations of Grassmanians. The first non-trivial case
N(3, 2, 2) ~ !p5 is considered in the work [Dr2].

Let (E, F) be an exceptional pair. vVe denote by eVE,F,x the fiber at a point
x E S of the canonical map:

eVE,F,x: Ex <:9 Hom(E, F) --+ Fr
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regarded as Kronecker Hom(E, F)-module. The following properties are proved in

[Ka].

2.6.2. PROPOSITION. JE the Jeft lnutation oE (E, F) is regular, then

eVE,F,x is (semi)stable ~ eVLEF,E,x is (semi)stable

2.6.3. COROLLARY. If the system {Ei} is oE type (+) and eontains a one
dimensional bundle, then eVEj,E.tt,x is stable {or any i E Z, x E S.

2.7. The main results of this paper are the two following theorems.

2.7.1. THEORE~I. Suppose (EI, E21 F21 •.• 1 FI ) is a Eull exceptional collection of
bundles over Del Pezzo surface S, the system {Ei} generated by the pair (EI, E2 )

has type (-), and h = IX(Ei , Ei+d! > 2. Let v = (r, C, s) be a 1\1ukai vector with
r > 0 such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(0) X(Fj , v) = 0, j = 2, ... , I

(1) m~xJ.l(Fj) - [(2 < J-l(v) < m.inJ.l(Fj )
J J

(2- ) 11+00 < J.L(v) < J-l-oo

Then [or 1TI = IX(E3 , v)1 and n = Ix(E2 , v)1 the [(ronecker moduli space
IV(h, m, n) (N$(h, m, n)) is isomorphie to the COMse moduli space of semistable
(resp. stable) sheaves with tbe A1ukai vector v.

2.7.2. THEOREN!. Let (EI, E2 , F2 , .•• , FI ) be full exceptional collection of bundles
on S such that the system {Ei} generated by the pair (EI, E2 ) has type (+),
h = IX(Ei1 Ei+dl > 2, and for any x E S the Kronecker module eVEl,E2,X is stable.
Suppose a lVlukai vectorv = (r,c,s) with· r > 0 satisnes tbe conditioDS (0) and (1)
of tbe previous Tbeorem and

(2+) or

Then for the same m and n as in the previous Theorem the [(ronecker mod
uli space lV(h,m,n) (lV$(h,m,n)) is isomorphie to the coarse moduli space of
semistable (resp. stable) sheaves with the A'[ukai veetor v.
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§3. Proofs.

B. V.Karpov

3.1. Properties of the system {Ed. vVe recall that h = lx( Ei, Ei+dl does not
depend on i (see 2.5.1).

For h > 2 we denote by .T:h the smallest solution to the equation

x 2
- hx + 1 = 0 (3.7)

It is clear that Xh < 1 and the other solution to this equation is xi: l
•

3.1.1. PROPOSITION. JE h > 1, then one of the fo11owing statements hold:

(+) a11 pairs (Ei, Ei+l ) are of type ho'm~ a11 Ei are locally free;

(-) there is only one ext - pair (Ep , Ep+I) , the pairs (Ei, Ei+I)' i #- p, are horn,
and all Ei, i #- p are locally [ree.

PROOF. For any exceptional pair put by definition

sgn E,F = sgn X-(E, F) = 1-~
whenever (E, F) has type horn

whenever (E, F) has type ext

whenever (E, F) has type zero

It can be easily checked by direct calculation that

(see the tripies (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5)). Similarly, we have analogous identity for
the right mutation:

sgn F,RpE sgn E,F r( RF E) - sgn E,F r( F) Ix(E, F) I+ r( E) = 0

Consider the system {Ed generated by the pair (E, F) = (EI, E2 ) and set

SI = 1, Si = TI sgn E k ,Ek + i for i > 1 and
l~k<i

Si = TI sgn Ek,Ek +i for i < 1
i~k<l

From the above formulas it follows that the sequence

satisfies the recursion

Therefore, we have two cases:

ri = a + bi
ri = Ax~ + Bxh

i
whenever h = 2 ,
whenever h > 2 ,
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where A = X hr;1 - 1'0 B = Xh(X~TO - rd
Xh - 1 ,'l;h - 1

'vVe see that in all cases the sequence {rJ has at most one change of sign. Thus,
the system {EJ has at ITIOst one ext - pair.

It is readily seen that all ri = 1'( Ed > 0 whenever b = 0 or AB > 0, in this
case Si = 1, Vi. Therefore~ all pairs in {EJ are h07n~ and 2.4 implies that all Ei
are locally free. In the other case, b =I- 0 or AB < 0, the sequence {rJ is strictly
monotone. Hence, only one Ti can be equal to O. Suppose Tp = 0; then all Ei, i =f:. p
are locally free and Ep ~ Oe(d). It is deal' that the unique ext - pair is j lIst
(Ep, Ep+d, because Hom(Ep , Ep+d = O. This completes the proof.

Having a hom - pair (Ei, Ei+d, one can easily define the type of the system
{Ei} (if (Ei, Ei+d is ext ~ then obviolIsly, {Ei} is (-)).

If h = 2, then from the proof of Proposition 3.1.1 it follows that

The following statement helps to define the type of {Ei} provided h > 2.

3.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let (Ei, Ei+d be a hom - pair with h > 2; then

Tf + 1';+1 - h1'ir i+l < 0 ~ {Ei} is (+) and
r; + 1'[+1 - h1'iri+l > 0 ~ {Ei} is (-)

PROOF. Without 10ss of generality we can assurne that i = O. From the proof of
Proposition 3.3.2 it follows that {EJ is (+) if and only if there is no change of sign
in the sequence {ri}, i.e. AB > O. By direct calculation we obtain that

AB = Xh[(X~ + 1)1'07"1 - xh(r6 + rD] = x~(hr01'1 - 1'5 - ri)
(x~-I)2 (x~-1)2

This completes the proof.

3.1.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose h > 2 and Nlukai vector v satisfies tbe condition
(0) of Theorem 2. i.l; then dirn lV(h~ m, n) > 0 iff either

whenever {Ei} is (+)

(2- )

(
part )
of2+

IL+oo < fl( v) < J.1.-00 whenever {Ei} is (-)

flCU) < J-l-oo or
IL+oo < J-l( v)

or

PROOF. Clearly, we can replace the rank function in the reasoning of the proof of
3.3.2 by any additive function, in particular, to Cl . (- J() . vVhence, we obtain that
the sequence
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where C = .'th~I - do D = xh(x~do - dd
Xh - 1 xh - 1

Obviously, p.( Ei) = !f:. Since °< Xh < 1, it follows that the sequence {p.( Ei)}
J

has limits

After shift of the enumeration in {Ed, we obtain the formulas:

(3.8)

Now let us consider the vector v and the collection (EI, E21 F2,"', Fi ). Since
this coIlection is exceptional and fuIl, it follows that the vectors v(Ed, v{E2 ),

v(F2), .•• , v(F1) form a basis in Mu(S). Hence, v has an expression

(3.9)

Taking the value of x( F[, . ) at the both sides, we have that

Similarly, ßj = 0, j = l - 1," . ,2. Taking the values of functions X(E31 . ) and
X(E2 , . ) at the both sides of (3.9), we have:

m' = X(E3 , Ed X(E3 , v), n' = X(E2 , v)

Finally, ve obtain that

Consider the linear-fractional function

f(x) = xd l - d2

XII - '2

Clearly, P+oo = f(Xh), J1-00 = f(X;;I), and J1(v) = f ('frrf) (the sign -/+ in
,

fron t of rI!r correspond to the type horn/ ext of t he pai r (EI, E2 ) ) .
n

Since f'(x) = d2 1 t - dlr~ = JX-(E1l E2Jl > 0 ,
(XII - 12) (XII - 1'2)

it follows that f( x) is increasing for x > Rand for x < R .

Suppose {EJ is (+); then Proposition 3.3.3 implies that

'2 I(E2 ) -I
Xh < - = -(E) < Xh .

rl r I
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Thus, in this case we have:

11

J-l( v) < /-l-oo {:=:::>

Similarly, in the other case, when {Ei} is (-), we obtain:

and

J.L+oo < J.L( v) < f.l-oo
m' -1

Xh < -- < Xh
n'

It can be easily proved that IX(E3 , EI)I = 1 (by applying of the functar Hom(F, . )
to the tripies (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5)). Therefare, Im'! = mand In'l = n.

Finally, we abtain that the canditions (2-) and (part of 2+) are equivalent to

m -1
Xh < - < X h .

n

Clearly, it is equivalent to the condition

dirn lV (h, m, n) = hnm - m 2
- n 2 + 1 > °

This caneludes the proof.

3.2. Spectral sequence of Beilinson type. Let (Fa, FI ,"', Ft) be an excep
tianal collectian of sheaves on S. It is known (see [G02]) that replacing the pair

(Fj , Fj+d in this collection by one of the pairs (LFj Fj+I , Fj ) or (Fj+I , RFj+l Fj )
gives always a new exceptional collection. By iterating such procedure one can
canstruct the left dual collection (V F _I, ".F-l+h'" ,V F -1, VFo), where

p = -1,"',-/

3.2.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose (Fa, F I ,' •. , F1) is full exceptional collection on
Del Pezzo surface S. Then for any coherent sheaf V on S there exists a spectral
sequence with

p=-[,···,o.

where ~p is the number of non-regular mutations in obtaining V F p [rom F_ p • This
sequence has E~q = 0 whenever p + q =I °and converges to V on the diagonal

p + q = O.

This result was proved by Gorodentsev (see [Go2]).

3.2.2. PROPOSITION. Let (EI, E2 , F2 , ••• , Fd he full exceptional collection,
where F2,"', Fi are bundles and IX(E1l E2 )1 > 2. Suppose a Mukai vector v
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satisfies conditions (0) and (1) of Theorem 2.7.1 and V is a semistable sheaE with
v(V) = v. Then the following statements hold:
1. For m = IX(E3 , v)1 and n = IX(E2 , v)1 there exists one oE the exact tripies:

(r) 0 -+ EI (9 cm -+ E2 G cn -+ V -+ 0

(l) 0~ V -+ EI (9 cm --t E2 (9 cn -+ 0

(e) 0 --t E2 (9 cn -+ V -t EI 0 cm -+ 0

IE(r) takes place, then cm = Hom(E3 , V), cn = Hom(E2 , V).

2. For the slope {l( V) there is one oE the possibilities

k time.!

then

{l(V) < {l-oo or P,+oo < p,(V) whenever {Ei} is oE type (+) and

{l+oo < /l( V) < /l-oo whenever {Ei} is oE type (- ).

3. IE fl(V) rf. {/l(Ei )} then the existence oE the tripies (r), (I), and (e) is character
ized as follows:

(r) <==>

(1) <==>

{Ed has type (+) and P,+oo < Il( V)
or {Ed has type (-) and the ext - pair (Ep , E p+.) has p < 1

{EJ has type (+) and J.l(V) < fl-oo

or {Ei} has type (-) and the ext - pair (Ep , E p+.) bas p > 1

(e) {::::::? {EJ has type (-) and the ext - pair is (EI, E2 ).

PROOF. The condition (1) implies that Jl(Fj 0 ws) < Il(V) < p(Fj ), Vj. From
the stability properties and Serre duality it follows that Hom(Fj, V) = 0 and
Ext 2(Fj , V) ~ Hom*(V, Fj 0 ws) = O. Using (0), we have Exe(Fj, V) = O. There
fore, Exti(Fj, V) = 0, Vi,j.

Consider the spectral sequence associated with the full exceptional collection
(E2 , E31 F2 ,' •. ,F1). From the above it follows that Ef,q = 0 for p ~ -2. Suppose
for definiteness that the left mutation of (E2 , E3 ) is regular ({:;} the right mutation
of (EI, E 2 ) is regular). Then (EI, E2 ) is a hom - pair and the EI-term of the
spectral sequence has the form

qt
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 EI 0 Ext 2(E3 , V) E2 (9 Exe(E21 V)

0 0 EI 0 Exe(E3 , V) E2 (9 Exe(E2 , V)

0 0 EI 0 HOIn( E3 , \I) E2 (9 Hom(E2 , V) ~
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It is readily seen that Ei,q = E~q = 0 for q = 2, p = 0, -1. \Nhence we have
Ext2 (E3 , 11) = Exe(E21 V) = O.

The convergence to V as p + q = 0 implies that there are the following exact
tri pIes:

o-r :Fa -r 1I -r :F1 -r 0

o-r :F1 -r EI ® Ext 1(E3 , V) -r E2 ® Ext I (E21 V) -r 0

If j.l(V) > j.t(EI), then from the stability properties it follows that Hom(V, Ed =
O. Therefore,:F1 = 0, :Fa = V and Ext I (E3 , \I) = Ext 1(E2 , V) = O. Finally, we
have the tripie (r), and from the Swing Lemma it follows that j..L(V) > j.t(E2 ).

From the other hand, if f-L( V) :S )1.( Ed < f-L( E2 ), then Hom( E2 , V) = 0, and we
obtain: :Fa = 0, :F1 = V, and Hom(E3 , V) = Hom(E2 , V) = O.

It is obvious that in the both cases the dimensions of the vector spaces that are
tensored with the bundles EI and E2 equal respectively IX(E3 , v)1 and IX(E2 , v)l.

If the right mutation of (EI, E2 ) is singular (or extension), then, applying the
spectral sequence associated with the collection (E2 , E3 , F2 ,' .• ,FI), oue can easily
check in the similar way that (t) (respectively, (e)) takes place. This completes the
proof of 1.

Now we prove 2.
a) One can apply 1. to the full collection (Ei, Ei+1 , F2 ," • ,F1), so, without loss of
generality we can renumerate {Ei} such that j.l(V) = j.t(Ed. Thus we have one of
the tripies (r), (t), or (e), and from the Swing Lemma it immediately follows that
V ~ E1.0tern.
b) Actually, we have proved the following lemma.

3.2.3. LEMMA. JE the right mutation of (Ei, Ei+1) is regular, tben

Suppose {Ei} is of type (+); then all mutations of pairs are regular and we
obviously have one of the possibilities: j.t(Ei ) < Il(V), 'Vi or j.l(V) < p(Ei ), Vi.
Consequently, P+oo :S Il(V) or j.l(V) :S /-l-oo. From the explicit formulas (3.8) it is
not hard to check that f-L+oo and J1-00 are irrational, so the inequalities are strict.

Suppose {Ei} is of type (-) and the ext - pair is (Ep, Ep+d. According to the
proof of 1., we have the exact tripies:

°-r V -r Ep - 1 ® (;71p-1 -r Ep (9 cnp
-

1 --+ 0

and °-r Ep+1 (9 C"P -r V -r Ep 0 (:ffiP -r 0

Therefore, j.l( Ep+d < j.l( v) < J1( Ep-d. Applying Lemma 3.2.3, we have: J1( Ed <
)1.( V) for i 2:: p + 1 and J1( \I) < J.l( Ei) for i :S p - 1. As in the previous case, using
2.5, we obtain: f-l+oo < J1(V) < p-oo·
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The statement 3. immediately fo11ows from 2.b) and the Swing Lemma. This
concludes the proof of Proposition 3.2.2.

3.3. Correspondence between sheaves and Kronecker modules.
Further on through this section we shall assurne that (EI, E2l F2,··· l Ft) is a

fuil exceptional collection, {Ei} is the system of sheaves generated by (EI, E2 ), v
is a Mukai vector satisfying conditions (0) and (1) of Theorem 2.7.1, and V is a
semistable sheaf with v(V) = v.

Proposition 3.2.2 guarantees the existence of one of the tri pies (r), (l) or (e).
For definiteness we suppose that the tripie

(r)

takes place (the case of ex is ting (l) is dual) I. Here a is the different ial dI of t he
spectral sequence associated with the collection (E2l E3 , F2,' •• , F1),

cm = Hom(E3l V), cn = Hom(E2l V)

(see proof of 3.2.2). It is clear that Hom(Eh E2 ) t= 0 and the pair (Eh E2 ) is of
type hom (see 2.4). Hence, we have

X-(EI, E2 ) > 0 and p(Ed < p.(E2 )

(from the statement 3. of Proposition 3.2.2 and 2.5 it follows that EI and E2 are
locaily ffee).

We assign to V the Kronecker Horn'" (EI, E2 ) - module

(3.10)

naturally associated with the rnorphism of bundles a in (r). The aim of this
subsection is to show that the sheaf V is (semi)stable if and onIy if t is (semi)stable
as Kronecker module (see 2.6).

3.3.1. PROPOSITION.
a) t is not semistable ==> V is not semistable;
b) t is semistable but not stable ==> V is not stahle.

PROOF. Let a pair (fo, Id of linear maps, 10: Hh ---+ cm , 11: H~ ---+ cn , define
a Kronecker submodule t': Hh ® Horn'" (EI, E2 ) ---+ H~ of t and let tU = t / t' be the
Kronecker quotient-module. Consicler the following commutative diagram:

---+

---+

1 If there exists (e) then (EIl E2) is an exl - pair and one can shift the llUmeration in t he
system {Eil such that the new (EI, E2 ) will be horn.
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where a' and an naturally correspond to t' and t". The morphism a' is injective as
restrietion of a. Hence, if we regard this diagram as an exact tripie of complexers,
then the long cohomology sequence for it has the form:

o--t K~ \I'~ \I --t C --t 0 ,

where,K = ker an, \I' = Gaker a', C = Gaker a". Let us note that V' =1= 0 because
EI ® H~ ~ Ez ® H~.

It can be easily seen that

GI(\I')·(-I() r(V')

cI(V)·(-I{) r(\I)

This implies that

=
dimH~ dimH~

n m

CI ( Ez) . (- I{) r (Ez)

-cI(Ed . -( -I{) r(Ed

Further reasonings for the cases a) and b) are parallel. Suppose t' violates the
semistability (resp. stability) criterion 2.6.1. That means that the determinant in
the last equality is < 0 (:::; 0). Therefore, we have

x-(V, \I') > 0 (2 0)

If K =1= 0 then r(K) =1= 0 and fJ(K) ~ J.L(Ed because K is a subsheaf of the
semistable sheaf EI 0 (cm / Hh). Hence, we have r(v') =1= 0 and

From the Swing Lemma it follows that j-l(U) > (2) p(V') > (2) J.t(V), where
U = caker 'lj; = ker r.p (since U is a non-zero subsheaf of a torsion free sheaf V, we
see that r(U) =1= 0). Ir Je = 0 then we obviously have U ~ V'. Finally we obtain
that in the case a) V is not semistable and in the case b) V is not stable. This
completes the proof.

3.3.2. PROPOSITION.
a) V is not semistable ~ t is not semistable;
b) V is semistable but not stable ~ t is not stable.

First we prove the following statement.

3.3.3. LEMNIA. There exists a subsheaf U c V with f-l( U) > f-l( V) in the case a)
and p(U) 2 p(V) in the case b) satisfying tbe properties:

(i) i{ E is a stable sheaf with X(E, V) = 0 and fJ(E) - I(Z < fJ(l!) < fJ(E) , then

Exti(E, U) = 0 , Vi ;
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(ii) jE F is a stable sheaf and J1( F) < f1( \/), then Hom( U, F) = O.

PROOF. a) Suppose V is not semistable. Consider the Harder - Narasimhan fil
tration of V

o= F n+1 C F n C ... C F 2 C F 1 = V

This is a unique filtration such that all the quotients C;i = Fi./Fi+l are semistable,
fL(Gi+d > f1(Gd for i = 1,' ", n - 1, and p(Fd < p(Fi+d, i = 1,'" ,n.2 Since
p(Gn ) = p(Fn ) > J1(1I) > p(V/F2 ) = fJ(G.) (the last inequality holds by the
Swing Lemma), we conclude that there exists a unique p such that

\Ve put U = F p • The inequality p(U) > J.t(V) holds by the properties of the
filtration.

Now we prove (i). Let us note that Exti(E, V) = 0, Vi. Really, from the
Lemma conditions and stability properties it follows that Hom(E, V) = 0 and
Ext2 (E, V) ~ Hom*(E, V) = O. Using the condition x(E, V) = 0, we obtain that
Ext1(E, V) = O.

Consider the exact tripIes

We eonsequently apply the functor Hom(E, . ) to these tripies starting from
i = 1 to i = p - 1. From the inequality (*), stability of E and Gi, and the Lemma
eonditions it follows that Hom(E, Gd = 0, i = 1,' .. ,p - 1. Whenee, on each step
we have the implicatioll

(for i = 1 the former equality holds because F 1 = V). On the last step we obtain:
Hom(E,Fp) = Ext1(E,Fp) = O.

Similarly, from (*), stability of E 0 /( and Gi, and the Lemma eonditions it
follows that Hom(Gi, E 0 /() = 0, i = p,' .. ,n. Applying consequently the functor
Hom( . , E 0 !() to the tri pIes (**) starting from i = n to i = p, we have on each
step the implication

Hom(Fi+l' E 0 /() = 0 ===> Hom(Fi' E 0 !() = 0

Thus, for i = p we obtain: Hom'" (.Fp , E 0 I() = Exe(E, Fp ) = O.
In order to prove (ii) we consequently apply the funetor Hom( . ,F) to the

tri pIes (**) starting from i = n to i = p. As above, on the last step we get
Hom( U, F) = O.

2 This filtration is constructed by induction: Gi is the torsion free quotient-sheaf of :Fi with
the smallest slope and maximal rank (see, for example, (Ku]).
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b) Suppüse V is semistable but not stable; then by definition there is a subsheaf
U c V such that 0 < r( U) < r(V) and J-l( U) = tt(V). It is dear that U is
semistable. Whence, (i) and (ii) follow from the stability properties.

This campletes the prüof of Lemma.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3.2. Consider the subsheaf U eVas in the pre
vious Lemma. Applying the statement (i) to E = Fj , we have: Exti(Fj, U) =
0, Vi, j = 2"",1. Then the spectral sequence associated with the collection
(E2 , E3 , F2,"', EI) and convergent to U has the EI-term of the fornl:

qt
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 EI 0 Ext2(E3 , U) E2 0 Ext2
( E21 U)

0 0 Er 0 Ext r (E3 , U) E2 0 Ext 1(E2 , U)

0 0 EI 0 Hom( E3 , U) E2 (9 Hom(E2 , U) 2..r

It is readily seen that Ei,q = E~q = 0 for q = 2, p = 0, -1. "Vhence we have
Exe(E31 U) = Ext 2 (E21 U) = O.

The convergence to U as p + q = 0 implies that there are the following exact
tri pIes:

o--t UD -+ U --+ UI --t 0

o-+ UI --+ Er 0 Ext l (E3 , U) --+ E2 (9 Ext l (E2 , U) -+ 0

Let us recall that I-l (E d < I-l ( V) . By the statement (ii) of t he previous Lemma
we have: Hom{ U, Er) = O. From the last exact tripies it follows that VI = 0,
Exe(E3 , U) = Exe{E2 , U) = 0, and U ~ UD.

vVe see that the subsheaf U can be induded in the exact tripie

o-+ EI (9 H~ -+ E2 0 H~ -+ U -+ 0 , where

H~ = Hom(E31 U), H~ = Hom{E2 , U)

Applying the functors Hom( E3 , . ) and Hom( E2 , . ) to the exact tripie

o-+ U --t V --t V/V --t 0

'we have the exact seqllences of vector spaces

o--t H~ ~ em = Hom(E3 , V) -+ .

o-+ H~ Ä cn = Hom(E2 , V) -+ .
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The pair of embeddings (fa, 11) defines a Kronecker submodule t': H~ ® L --+ H~

of the module t.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, we have the forrnula

Since X-(V, U) > 0(= 0) in the case a) (respectively, b)) and X-(E1, E2 ) > 0; we
obtain that

dirn H~ dirnH~
< 0 (= 0)

n m

Thus, the submodule t' violates the semistability (resp. stability) criterion 2.6.l.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.3.2.

3.4. Now let us consider the fuH exceptional collection (Eh E2 , F2 ,' ., Fd, the
system {Ei} generated by (EI, E2 ) such that all conditions of one of Theorems
2.7.1 or 2.7.2 are satisfied. We recaH that h = IX(El, E2 )1 > 2, m = IX(E3 , v)j, n =
IX(E2 , v)l. Suppose (EI, E2 ) is of type horn,

is Kronecker Hom"'(Et , E2 )-module, and

is the corresponding morpfism of sheaves.

3.4.1. PROPOSITION. If either {Ei} is (-) and the ext - pair is (Eo, Et} or {Ei}

{

P+oo < f.l( v)
is (+) and m < r (E d then

n r(Eo)

t is (semiJstable {=} a is injective and V = coker a is (semiJstable

PROOF. The implication

t is sernistable ===> a is injective

is proved in the work [Ka] for the case S = }pI X !pI. For aDel Pezzo surface S
the proof is similar, and it is omitted. Now the Proposition follows from 3.3.1 and
3.3.2.
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3.5. Proof of main results is by standard reasoning.
vVithout 10ss of generality we can assurne that the ext - pair is (Eo, Ed provided

{EJ is (-). If {Ed is (+), we give the proof only for the case

< fJ(v)

< r(Ed
r(Eo)

the other case is dual.
Let )( be an algebraic variety, and let U be a coherent sheaf on )( x S such

that U is flat over )( and Ux is a semistable sheaf on S with iVIukai vector v for
any closed point x EX.

Let PX anel Ps denote the projections of X x S onto )( and 5, respectively;
then the sheaves

are locally free, and there exists a canonical morpfism

such that Bx = lux for any closed point xE);.
vVe consider a suffieiently small neighbourhood Xx of the point x and trivial

izations Ho ~ OXx (9 cm and H1 ~ t.J xx (3) cn. Proposition 3.4.1 gives a morphism
Ax : .:"'<x --+ JiV"". By gluing together the morphisms Ax composed with the projec
tion Ir: Hl"" ---+ lY(h: ffi, n), we obtain a morphism cPu: )( --+ lV(h, m, n), which
depends funetorially on the classes U.

Next suppose that IvI is an algebraic variety such that, for any family U of
sheaves on 5 that is parametrized by the algebraic variety ){, there exists a mor
phism 1/Ju: X ---+ J1tI which depends functorially on the classes U. We consider
the universal Kronecker module over l'V"":

According to 3.4.1, it gives a family V of selnistable sheaves on 5. The induced
morphism 1/Jv: l'VS" --+ /vI is Go-invariant because of thc functorial dependence 1./Ju
on U. Hence: 1./Jv induces a morphism 17: lV(h, In, n) ---+ 1\1. We show that 1JocPu =
-ljJu. Because of functoriality of q,u anel 1/Ju, it is sufficient to show the following:
if a sheaf V on S is a cokernel of a sheaf embedding a: EI ® cm --+ E2 ® cn,
then the Kronecker module t whieh canonically corresponds to a is isomorphie to
tv. But it follows froill [Ka,4.4.2J. This completes the proof.
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